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Chocolate cooking class not for the faint hearted!
Good Food Month is coming to an end, so let’s make sure it’s a sweet one.
You’ve had your fill of Asian street food at the Night Noodle Markets and now it’s time to indulge
that sugary tooth with a cooking class at the College of Tourism and Hospitality (COTAH) that will
simply blow your mind.
As part of Good Food Month celebrations, COTAH Head of Department Steven Schumann wants
his professional chefs to download all of their culinary knowledge of cacao to a select few of
Brisbane’s lucky amateur cooks.
“Our professional speciality chefs at COTAH are ready to share their most intimate secrets and
techniques for designing the ultimate hand-dipped chocolate pralines,” Steven said.
“Our chefs will be imparting their signature techniques involving some exciting flavour
combinations that are sure to push the envelope on your traditional chocolate experiences.”
The classes are designed to cater for all levels of cooking skills and ability and all of the ingredients
and produce are provided.
Steven said the class sizes are kept to a minimum to create an intimate experience for everyone.
“We want to make sure you receive personalised, hands-on assistance which is why we only have
limited spaces available,” he said.
“Our previous three classes that have been running every week since the beginning of Good Food
Month have been really well-received and we are looking forward to going out with a chocolaty
bang!”
COTAH’s signature chocolate class—Chocolate Pralines master class details are:
When: Wednesday, 30 July from 9am-3pm
Where: 66 Ernest Street, Block C, Level 2, South Bank in COTAH’s state-of-the-art kitchen
facilities.
Cost: For just $155 per person, you will receive instruction and tastings. Plus take home your
creations and a FREE chef’s apron.
RSVP: John Bernard by Tuesday, 29 July 2014.
Phone: (07) 3244 5988
Email: RestaurantReservation.brisbane@tafe.qld.edu.au
For more information, including how to register, check out our website tafebrisbane.edu.au/events
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